
How To: Convert a Non multi function wheel 
to multi function

Courtesy of mightynimrod

NB: Make sure you have the multi-function pins in the connector block behind the airbag - if you 
do not, then the below won't work 
The connector block should be to the right of the airbag connector and coloured black 

This is what is required to turn a non multi function sports steering wheel to a multi-function. 

Just so you all know the cost of the said parts came to £87 inc vat which i thought was a bargain  

I've already done it in 10 minutes. 

I've not took pictures but I've got the M series sports wheel coming so i'll be taking it all of again 
for that. 

Parts needed are: 

61316956560 Switch £50.65+VAT 
32306767225 Bolt x2 £0.22+VAT 
32306767715 Cover (titan) £22.98+VAT 
part number for the black cover is: 32306767211 

If you've got the sports steering wheel already with non multi function this is a must. 

Total parts were £87.02 (sorry, not £77 as quoted). 

Removing the airbag was a doddle to pop of 
Switches were easy to install on the cover with the 2 bolts 
Removal of the stock cover was just to unscrew 3 star bolts on the rear of the wheel then 
just plug in the switches to the steering wheel hub and pop the cover on, re-tighten. 

Just remember to disconnect the earth lead from the battery before starting anything. 

Here's a step by step thread on another forum as to how it is done, i was going to do the step by 
step changing the non multi-function to multi function: HERE 

It works perfectly, had no issues whatsoever, even the illumination. 

DO NOT remove your airbag when your doing this as it will need you to take your car in to BMW to 
be re-coded as it comes up with seatbelt and airbag error. 

Just leave it plugged in and change the front cover with it left there. 

Should you get an airbag error message, you'll have to take into the dealer (and play dumb) and 
get it reset. 

Its possible that the Airbag Error message appears as soon as i re-connected the battery and 
powered the car up, tbh i was half expecting it, and yeah it was a visual error warning on the dash.

http://www.e90post.com/forums/showthread.php?t=11825

